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6th of March 2017
The kick-off meeting takes place at Golbasi Mesleki Ve Teknik Anadolu Lisesi in Ankara on the
6th March. The partners come from Italy, Portugal, Romania, Spain and Turkey.
The headmaster and teachers of the Turkish school give the partecipants a warm welcome
and all together visit the school: headmaster’s office, teacher’s room, secretary’s office and
the laboratories.
Golbasi Mesleki Ve Teknik Anadolu Lisesi has a long tradition and it is always open to
suggestions and innovation.
Finally the working group goes to lecture hall for the presentation of the project.
Partecipants present their school and their region then illustrate different projects developed
in the past as well as the projects in progress.
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After lunch all partners go to visit Mogan lake where they appreciate Turkish cuisine and
approach Golbasi region.

At 3.00 p.m. the workshop reopens.

The guide lines of the Project PBP VET are illustrated in details: the goal, the methods of
achievements, the existing criticalities, the necessity of cooperation in a formative and
educational field.
All the partners agree on the necessity of duties and responsabilities. The budget of the
project is also analyzed.
Finally, questions are asked in order to clarify some points and carry out the different tasks in
the best possible way.
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7th of March 2017

It is the day of the presentation of the project developed by the Turkish partners under the
guidance of prof. Gokce.
The “Button & Led Module Kit” is shown and the methodology used with the students
involved in the project development is illustrated, while the stages of planning realization
and testing are documented through photos and short videos.
Methodologic integrations and technological innovations are suggested in order to improve
teaching methodology and achieve higher and higher technology standards.
A prototype with its set of forms is given to each member of the project team.
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The meeting goes on with Tamara Rodriguez, Hetel expert, illustrating the global activities of
the PBP in VET project and its further developings according to a time table planned
together.
Great relevance is given to the meeting finale valuation. After a serene discussion, a
questionnaire form is filled by all the partecipants who received certificates by the host
partner.
The meeting ends with the exciting moment of planting the “Erasmus plus tree”.
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PARTNERS
GOLBASI MTAL (MESLEKI VE TEKNIK ANADOLU LISESI) :Is a Vocational technical Anatolian High School. The chool was
opened in 2003, in the capital city of Turkey, Ankara. The number of staff is 92 and the number of students is 1000.
We have 850 day students and 150 evening students (adults students). The age group of students is between 14-18 for
day (normal) students and age of adult students is higher than 18. The School carries on the education with these
fields: Technology of wooden Field; Technology of ICT (Computer) Field; electric and Electronics Technology Field;
Metal Technology Field.
Heziketa Teknikoko Elkartea: HETEL is an association of 20 vocational Training Centres created by social initiative
which are present in all regions in the Basque Country, Spain. It was set up in 1987 to promote ad improve the
Vocational Training provision. The objectives of the Association are the exchange of experience and know-how
between VET centers, foster innovation in VET education, both from a technological and pedagogical point of view and
contribute to fill the gap between VET education and the demands of the business world. The Vocational Training
Centres of HETEL belong to the Network on integrated Vocational Training Centres under the Basques Plan on
Vocational Training.
2 EK Peiraia (2nd Training Center of Piraeus): was founded in 1986. It is a Greek public Training Center for secondary
vocational education, located in the industrial city of Piraeus, the largest commercial port in Greece. The purpose of
the training center are numerous. 2 ED Peiraia Training Center provides workshops in 29 specialized laboratories for
the training needs of 11 different vocational Sectors/Specialties: Information, Mechanical Engineering, Electrics,
Electronics and Automation, Construction, Agriculture-Food-Nutrition, Health & Care, Aesthetics and Hairdressing Art;
Industrial Design, Graphic arts, Economics and Business Administration, Seafarer’s Professions. In these laboratories 77
teachers of almost all the technical specialties are training 850 students in two shifts (morning ad evening).

COORDINATOR SCHOOL
“Gölbaşı Mesleki ve Teknik Anadolu Lisesi
(Golbasi VET High School)”prof. Huseyin Gokce
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EPRALIMA Escola Profissionale do Alto Lima, C.I.P.R.L.: was incorporated by public a deed on 1999, and it is a Private
and Cooperative School, which focuses on vocational education. Epralima has based its development strategy on
preparing students, Youths and adults for the exercise of qualified professions, by developing mechanisms that create
closer ties between schools and economic institutions, as well as professional and cultural associations of the social
tissue in the name of achieving an integrated human and entrepreneurial qualified training project which meets the
integrated developmental needs at the regional and local levels. The foundation of Epralima is based on the
assumptions of its social project, which has established relationships with the community-particularly with the world
of business and labour, coming together to consolidate a project primarily devoted to the development of its region.
Liceul Tehnologic “Grigore Moisi” Braila: is an educational institution located in Braila, in the South-East of Romania,
on the banks of the Danube River. The school benefits from a fully renovated space in 2010, with 10 modern
classrooms all equipped with computers and overhead projectors and many laboratories (History, Geography,
Chemistry, Biology, Electrical, for the design in wood industry),three computer labs, two modern language
laboratories; the school has its own central heating system and a library with 10.000 volumes. The school has modern
sports facilities fully renovated last year. The school prepares students aged 14-20 and organizes classes for adult
education and other forms of education.
IPSIA “G. Giorgi” Potenza: is a vocational secondary school (for student aged normally 13-19 years old), whose choice
is linked to the growing interest in vocational areas and future job opportunities both in industrial, manufacturing
sectors and textile and fashion industry and in social and health services. The students, aged 13-19, have the
opportunity of developing knowledge, skills and competences on specific areas of study linked to electrotechnics,
electricity, electronics, mechanics, social and health services and textile industry. The school has the following
laboratories: computers labs, laboratory of systems and measures, two of Electrotechinics, Sciences, Electronics,
Textile and Fashion, Mechanical, Chemistry, Biology, dental lab, optical laboratory, social health laboratory

Curated by:
Tiziana Cione, Maria Adelaide Padula ,
Antonio Sassaroli, Cosimo Zaccagnino Cinzia Zito
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